
#LIVEPEBBLY
We're on a mission to help you incorporate simple
rituals into your everyday life that add up to a
healthier, brighter future for all of us.  

The best part is you can start anywhere on the path
to #LIVEPEBBLEY - because every little choice we
make leads to more good choices.  

And just like one little pebbly can create a ripple,
with enough ribbles, together we an make waves.  

Where will your #LIVEPEBBLY journey begin? 

Pebbly cutting boards, bowls and serving
utensils re made from bamboo, making
them as beautifully designed as they are
planet-friendly. 

Sustainable Kitchen Design
Serve a Purpose

Choosing cooking utensils made from
natural materials reduces the strain on our

natural resources, bringing joy to your
kitchen every time you cook.

Small Choices, Big Impact

BPA_ and toxin-free, our Borosilicate
glass bowls and measuring glasses are
safe for oven, freezer and dishwasher
use - and a healthier alternative to
plastic. 

Measure Your Impact 

Free of BPA, phthalates and other toxins,
our glass food containers are an eco-
conscious way to keep your leftovers

fresh longer, reducing food waste going
to landfills.

See-through storage 

Transparent Storage Solutions

Conscious Countertops

Our stylish compost bins make it easy
to reduce the amount of waste we
send to the landfills (which contirbutes
to the production of methane gas
fueling climate change.) and they look
great in your kitchen too! 

Good to Grow

Join us on a better path forward, 
for all of us and our planet, 

with every little choice you make in 
your kitchen and beyond.

Every time  you use your Pebbly glass
water bottle or reusable grocery bulk
buying bag made of organic materials,,
you keep harmful plastic out of oceans
and landfills.

Our glass storage containers feature air-
tight bamboo tops, keeping ingredients
fresh longer - and your kitchen looking
clean and inviting. 

Stay Eco-Organized

Using eco-friendly natural materials to
store your utensils and food items puts

less strain on our planet's limited
resources and maintains kitchen zen.

So long, single-use plastics

Stretch your groceries (and dollars)
farther by shipping for ingredients you
can use in multiple ways and keeping

your leftovers fresher, longer in our
sealable glass containers. 

Meal Planning 101

Waste Reduction Practices


